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Message from Henry Lartey
Not only is GCPP committed to further
enhancing Ghana’s traditional economy as a
successful agricultural society, but within our
‘Modern Ghana’ agenda we are committed to
converting Ghana into Africa’s first solar
society.
I have had the pleasure of traveling across all
the regions of this mighty nation and speaking
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with our diverse peoples,

potential in its favour: god
given

natural

resources,

wonderful people, and free
institutions. Ghana is ranked
among the most democratic

“The real question is do we still have
what it takes to work together and
build a truly Modern Ghana?”
Dr. Henry Herbert Lartey
2012 Presidential Candidate

rich combination of our cultural traditions, our
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our willingness to engage in hard work.
Indeed, the principle of DOMESTICATION is
about taking these great virtues and making
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have been resoundingly the same, Ghanaians
want an improved standard of living that
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education, improved health care, and energy
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GCPP has been working day and night to find
tangible solutions that can meet the desires of
our fellow Ghanaians, and these solutions are

dynamic society.
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now expressed here within our ‘Modern

be built across the nation for citizens of every

Ghana’ platform.

status and class.

We have met with various members of the

We will be building electric cars and other

investment community around the world, and

renewable energy based solutions that will

with

numerous

strengthen our economy. In short, we will be

countries including Canada, Germany, the

building a Modern Ghana, and we shall use

USA, Jamaica, India, and Brazil. We have

the principles of DOMESTICATION to ensure

selected the best economic elements that are

the long-term growth and stability of our new

most compatible with Ghana’s own culture,

economy.

corporate

leaders

from

and we have devised a meaningful way to
bring Ghana back onto the world stage.

A Modern Ghana is many things: It is rich with
traditional cultures, it is forward thinking and

We will be investing in high quality and

progressive, it is a leading nation both on the

affordable child care so that the men and

continent and globally, it is economically

women of our society will have time to

sound, capable and respected, it is fully

participate in the creation of our modern

employed,

economy, while knowing that their children

intellectual, visionary and emancipated.

democratic,

humanistic,

are well tended to.
That is the desire of the people of Ghana, and
We will be creating a special investment
vehicle to help ensure all farmers are able to

that is what the GCPP is committed to bringing
you.

gain access to capital so that there seeds can
be planted on time, thereby allowing for their

So let’s work together to build a Modern

harvests to be plentiful.

Ghana.

We will be creating a residential bank to
support credits for new solar homes that will
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THE ECONOMY
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GCPP is embracing a completely new approach to the economy:

We seek to support Ghanaian families as they struggle with the current effects of inflation
and other financial hardship.
We have a clear strategy for the creation of employment and improved standards of living.
We seek to engage the global community on a level playing field that creates domestic
profits and prosperity.
We will enhance Ghana’s position as a leading African nation through our commitment to
innovation, technological training, and highly strategic domestic investments.
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MODERN DOMESTICATION
FOR A
MODERN GHANA
Electric Cars
Solar Homes & Energy Efficient Communities
Agricultural Innovations
Health Care Improvements
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GCPP ECONOMIC STRATEGY

The strategy of the GCPP is not about political power but rather economic change. We
believe that our nation Ghana is capable of doing much more for its People, and that the
People are capable of doing much more for this great nation. Through dynamic investments
in alternative energies, Ghana is able to create unlimited jobs and develop cutting edge
industries that will help develop our people and all of Africa.

Ghana has been deprived of sufficient energy for far too long, and its future growth is not
attainable without access to adequate energy sources. Once in power, GCPP will direct our
governmental resources towards R&D within alternative energies, and economic projects
including electrical cars, solar power recharging stations, solar homes, solar aeronautics, and
a pan-African alternative energies university. Ghana and the continent must consolidate its
efforts in the pursuit of diverse, reliable, affordable, renewable and clean energy.
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Electric Cars
The leadership of the GCPP has already begun to identify strategic partners and resources
through our network of Ghanaians living abroad, and we have developed a comprehensive
plan to domestically manufacture electric cars.
While most people discuss electronic cars in-terms of costs or the kilometers they can drive,
few Ghanaians appreciate the business and economic benefits behind the automotive
industry. For example, in 2011 Mercedes Benz sold 1.3 million cars which generated the
company revenues in excess of €106.5 billion. To put that in perspective, Ghana’s GDP
during the same time period was only €37 billion which means that one German car
company produces more than three times the monetary value of our entire nation.
Moreover, Mercedes earned €4 billion of its revenue in Africa, and yet there is not one
African nation seriously engaged in the automotive industry.
Cars are big business not only by virtue of the revenue they can generate from sales, but also
in terms of the massive amount of employment opportunities they create. GCPP anticipates
the creation of 370,000 new skill based jobs from our intended electric cars initiative.
Electric cars are rapidly gaining ground within developed economies around the world.
Within the USA there are already interstate Highways that have opened special lanes for
electric vehicles. Drivers can recharge their electric cars at charging stations along the
highway while travelling long distances. The fast-charge batteries require only 20 minutes to
be refilled. Moreover, the US government has issued stimulus grants to make this possible.
Given the current global challenges to the environment, electric cars are certainly the
vehicles of the future. At the same time, it will take years before western economies are able
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to build adequate infrastructure that will be able to fully integrate them. This creates a
unique window of opportunity for Ghana to become part of a future economy, rather than
being a passive consumer in the future. We have the option to create mass employment by
building the cars for ourselves today or we can wait until they are produced abroad and
import them as we have done in the past.
By creating a dynamic automotive industry, we also commit ourselves to all the wonderful
economic spin-off effects that will be created. These include innumerable new businesses
and other entrepreneurial engagements that lead to improved standards of living for our
citizens: at the level of government this implies increased GDP and tax revenues which can
be redirected to support other dynamic sectors.
STANDING STILL IS NOT AN OPTION. GCPP believes that DOMESTICATION is the best solution
for Ghana. Let’s work together to build a Modern Ghana!
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Solar Homes & Energy Efficient Communities
It is impossible to talk about a Modern Ghana without also having a plan to physically reorganise the visual aesthetic of our great nation, bringing the beauty of our history and
culture into the 21st Century.
Energy is the cornerstone of modern economies. Without it, we are powerless in every sense
of the word. Globally, energy is among the largest national industries, representing hundreds
of billions of dollars. Today we understand that energy efficiency and renewable energy
technologies are the keys to ensuring both environmental protection and economic
progress. Here in Ghana we have access to the whole spectrum of renewable energy
resources, including: solar, wind, hydropower, and fuels made from crops and plants
(biomass), all of which have minimal impacts on the environment.
GCPP is creating a policy of Solar Homes & Energy Efficient Communities so that we can use
renewable energy technologies to create jobs, keep money circulating in our local economy,
attract foreign investment, prevent pollution, improve the health of our mighty citizens,
reduce taxes, create affordable housing, and promote industrial competitiveness.
The most recent statistics of our great nation Ghana suggest that our people number 24.2
million, consisting of 11.8 million men (49%) and 12.4 million women (51%). Our population
has grown by 28% in the last 10 years. Unfortunately, this population growth has not been
accompanied by equivalent increases in economic activities, nor has it been matched by
improvements in residential housing. Indeed, we as Ghanaians know that despite the growth
in our official GDP, we experience on a daily basis a constant deterioration in living
standards.
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GCPP is charting a path to create sustainable residential communities in Ghana that
recognize the growth in our population and reflect our needs and aspirations not only for
moderate improvements in GDP and theoretical living standards, but for a real Modern
Ghana that can be seen on every street, in every classroom, and in every home.
LET US BUILD THE GHANA WE WANT TO LIVE IN
Sustainable development through planned energy efficient communities is a common sense
approach to making change. We know that one day Accra will reach a population of 5 million
people, so why not be ready for it.
Once in government, GCPP will work with the people of this great nation to systematically
build and re-build our cities and countryside with a view towards employment, family
togetherness, sound economics, and the environment, all put together in an integrated
quality of life that reflects our culture and way as a people. We as Ghanaians know who we
are. We as Ghanaians know what we can do. With forethought and a growing number of
new technologies, we can achieve both economic development and a vibrant society and
culture. This combination is needed to boost the health and welfare of our communities.
Let’s work together to build a Modern Ghana!
GCPP is committed to entering a new era of Ghanaian lifestyle, one which involves creating
high-quality, affordable, and energy-efficient residential and commercial buildings. We seek
to bring the masses of our people together as partners, so that collectively we shall behave
like architects and designers, construction companies, community planners, finance
companies, and equipment manufacturers. Through DOMESTICATION we will work as a
people committed to the new construction and renovation of our great nation.
As we build Solar Homes & Energy Efficient Communities across Ghana, we shall give
attention to our rich cultural history and tradition when thinking about modern building
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designs, the sites selected, and the construction process, so that our communities have both
cultural and economic purpose, and are able to provide us with comfort and sustainable
livability.
Many cities and communities in Ghana are simply a conglomeration of independent parts.
Today our businesses, homes, offices, shops, parks, health clinics, hospitals, schools,
factories, municipal centers, churches, hotels, sports halls and convention centers, are a
sporadic collection of structures and architecture, some of which are solid decent structures
erected with much capital while others are humble decrepit habitations –all of which reflect
the desperate state of affairs within our nation. However, as we build a Modern Ghana we
shall focus on integrated systems and uniting our diverse people into a whole through
economic liberation, planning, commitment, and determination.
A MODERN DOMESTICATION FOR A MODERN GHANA
The GCPP strategy for Solar Homes & Energy Efficient Communities within a Modern Ghana
will embrace local construction workers in all segments of the building industry and will also
create opportunities and incentives for new entrants into the market. The goal is to
accommodate each segment of society in all regions, for example: there are 3.9 million
people living in the Greater Accra region with population growth of 35% over the last 10
years. Our goal is to build a roadmap of solar homes and sustainable energy efficient
communities that are able to cope with and anticipate the current and future needs of the
growing population. This implies a complete systematic redevelopment of the region
including cleaning our streets and gutters, replacing old decrepit cars with domestically
manufactured electric cars, erecting new residential communities for the poor and working
class, and a revamping of our infrastructural facilities, so that within 10 years at least 75% of
all the population should be fully integrated into the new system.
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By working at both the state and local level, we will help community leaders, as well as home
and building owners create and access innovative technologies, industry services,
customized personal assistance, and an array of business and technical tools needed for
moving our communities forward.
By forging dynamic partnerships both domestically and internationally, we can make the
vision of a Modern Ghana a reality!

Agriculture –DOMESTICATION 2012

GCPP has an undisputable history in the world of Ghanaian agriculture, our founder, Dan
Lartey, was the major architect behind ‘Operation Feed Yourself’ in the 1970’s which
assisted our people during a desperate time of need. Today we find ourselves once again in a
time of need, though under different circumstances of global climate change and currency
instability. Our rich agricultural produce of plantain, coco-yam, cassava, sweet potatoes,
yams, palm oil, rice, and cocoa, are an important part of our food security, and provide
economic livelihood for the most vulnerable members in our communities. Past government
policies have been geared towards increased production, however, they have failed to
increase incomes and have instead created a situation of higher production costs and lower
output prices.
Within a Modern Ghana we must commit ourselves to increased food security domestically
and higher incomes for our farmers. As we transition into an industrious hard working
community of people we will require more energy nutrients for ourselves, which implies
increased dependency on our farmers and the foods they produce. In the name of our own
self-interest as well as open recognition of how the past regime to agricultural policy has
failed, we need to build a new understanding amongst policy analysts within our universities
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and research institutes. This implies cooperation amongst scientists and our very poorest
farmers; farming interests cannot be dominated only by the wealthy and highly educated
farmers, the whole market must be accounted for. Within government, we must provide a
more substantial support for the entire production chain so that farmers can produce more
effectively and achieve a higher standard of living for themselves.
Agricultural DOMESTICATION 2012 is about a bottom up approach to Ghana’s agricultural
base. By working closely with all stakeholders, including the poorest farmers, we have to
make new decisions regarding what varieties of foods we need, when to harvest, how long
to store foods, what markets to export to internationally, and how best to consume our
produce domestically.
And of course our farmers need fresh NEW CAPITAL!

Health Care –The Way Forward
In Ghana we must learn to think of health as being not merely the absence of sickness and
disease, but also as a state of physical, psychological and spiritual well-being. We must
remember that health is a complex interaction of many variables, not only including the
biological and genetic predisposition of each individual, but equally as important is our social
and economic sense of well-being. It is in this spirit that GCPP embraces the spirit of true
health as the intended outcome of Ghana’s future health care system, and it is in this spirit
that we are planning our new health care system.
We seek to create a Health Sector Strategy that results in the improvement of health
conditions for every Ghanaian, elevating Ghana’s health delivery system to that of first world
standards by the year 2030. In our Modern Ghana initiative, we seek to develop healthy
people with healthy lifestyles in a healthy environment.
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Good health does not just occur over night. More and more nations around the world are
awakening to the reality that just like areas of employment and education, government
expenditure on health is required to have a direct impact on the health status of our citizens.
And yet, this investment in health is also a personal one. Ghanaians have to want to be
healthy. GCPP knows that it is difficult to be healthy if there are no jobs; it is difficult to have
a healthy life-style if one is not educated; and it is almost impossible to be healthy if the
nation does not produce enough food supplies to sustain its people. Clearly, these issues of
health embrace our entire society.
In our Modern Ghana, we recognize the need for policies that will help us escape the
poverty trap. By investing in health education, we are also investing in a cyclical process that
contributes to economic growth and human development. Actually, investments in
education, health, nutrition, water and sanitation result in complimentary impacts whereby
strategic investments in any one of these factors contribute to better outcomes in the
others. That is why our solar cities will be built around principles of clean water and
adequate sanitation which will also determine health outcomes. GCPP understands that
sanitation is extremely important to the health of our people. Through sanitation we can
reduce infectious diseases, thereby leading to the improved nutritional status of our children
and increases in their learning ability.
Today, many of the risky health factors affecting our people are either misperceived as not
being risky, or they are only superficially understood by the population. These include being
overweight, cigarette smoking, alcohol abuse, fatty and high salt diets with lots of refined
sugars, sedentary lifestyle, failure to properly treat hypertension and diabetes mellitus,
multiple sex partners, and poor health seeking behavior. Consequently, our entire health
system needs to be overhauled. Ghana needs new human resources, new physical
resources, and new financial resources for our modern health sector.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PAST & PRESENT OF OUR GREAT CONSOLIDATED POPULAR
PARTY (GCPP)
Our Founder
The Great Consolidated Popular Party (GCPP) was founded by Daniel Augustus Lartey (1926
– 2009) who, as a veteran Pan-Africanist and democratic reformist, left a wonderful legacy of
change across Ghana’s political landscape. In 1978 he represented the Gomoa Ewutu Effutu
constituent assembly in writing the Third Republican Constitution: he was a founding
member of the People’s National Party (PNP) in 1979: and an aspiring presidential candidate
of the National Independence Party (NIP) in 1992. Mr. Lartey was not only an exponent of
Ghana’s industrialization, he was also the expounder of the concept of DOMESTICATION and
the main architect of "Operation Feed Yourself" during the reign of General I.K. Acheampong
(former head of state 1972 – 1978). The pinnacle of Daniel Lartey’s intellectual thought and
political acumen have been combined in the living legacy of the GCPP.

The Founder, also known as "Uncle Dan" and "Mr. Domestication" passed away on
December 28th, 2009.
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In a statement issued by former President Mr. John Agyekum Kufuor, Mr. Lartey was
described as a man of great conviction who "stood by his ideals and defended what he
believed in staunchly.

President Kufour said, "The fervour and dynamism he brought to the national political plate
at his advanced age were amazing, even to his adversaries. As a veteran politician, Mr.
Lartey had his fair share of the political vicissitudes of this country but he never gave up in
his quest to see Ghana shaped in the mould of the vision that he had for it.
"Alas, death has robbed him of achieving that goal. As we mourn the loss of this great son of
Ghana, it is beholding on those who share in his dream to sustain it and grow the party he
founded as memorial to his great works".
Also former President Rawlings described our Founder as “a man who brought a lot of colour
into Ghanaian politics and who had seen it all.”
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History
The Party was formally registered on June 18th, 1996. During this epoch, the people of
Ghana were fighting for freedom and democracy against the Rawlings regime. The culture of
silence had been broken, thanks to the Ghana Movement For Freedom and Justice (MFJ) of
which Dan Lartey was a staunch activist and one of the leading members. The movement
was committed to overthrowing the Rawlings government in an effort to establish a proper
and democratically elected government in Ghana.

It was a period in which the fear of usurpation and reprisals had clouded the entire country.
As the GCPP was born, threats were made to most of the founding members, some of whom
had to flee their homes, and the political backdrop permitted for deliberate delays in
processes by the Regional Directors of the Electoral Commission –particularly the Eastern
Regional Director and the Upper West Regional Director. GCPP was the only Political Party
that took thirteen good months to receive its final certificate of registration. By the time final
certificate was finally issued, the country was already on the verge of receiving Presidential
Nomination Forms for the 1996 Presidential and Parliamentary Elections, thereby not
leaving GCPP with enough time to secure nominees from all the Districts, Sub-Metros and
Municipal areas.

In its fight for justice against political abuse, the Party decided to seek redress within the
High Courts. The final decision of the Court was that the period of nomination could not be
extended so that the Party could complete its Presidential Nomination Forms, and
consequently the Party could not partake in the 1996 General Elections.

However, the Party participated in the 2000 General Elections and placed third out of eight
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Presidential contestants. It was during this electioneering campaign the concept of
DOMESTICATION was introduced to the people of Ghana.

Nkrumaism
The Party draws its members from those Nkrumaist groups who are not fundamentally
C.P.P. From our previous generation of founding members on to our current rank and file,
there has always been a heterogenous character to such an extent that G.C.P.P as a political
party cannot claim Nkrumaism as its exclusive tradition –even though its many members are
Nkrumaists. We take inspiration and fortitude from generations of Pan-Africanists, all of
whom have promoted with clarity of thought and determination the need for unity,
solidarity, cohesion, and cooperation amongst African States and the Peoples of Africa
everywhere. In this spirit, the Party is building its own tradition and pedigree based upon the
political concept of DOMESTICATION within a modernized and globally competitive Ghana:
DOMESTICATION for our immediate borders but also with a view towards taking an active
and strong leadership role on the continent.
Ideology
We are committed to the socio-economic, psychological and physical well-being of our
people.

Africa’s past as well as the history of our Nation must be kept in mind in all dealings with the
world at large and Ghana in particular. Past mistakes are not to be repeated in neither the
present nor future, thus the Party must remain ever vigilant and stay focused.

The Party cannot be described as Socialist or Liberalist but rather pluralist as it espouses a
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multi-party system of government and has a pluralist philosophy.

It admits all peoples, be they atheist, agnostic, theist etc. because it believes in the freedom
of worship and treats all religious bodies as equal partners in moral teaching. It is purely
secular but espouses the proper moral upbringing of the child, and therefore supports moral
teaching in schools. However, the Party puts a very high premium on science and advocates
the teaching of science from the youngest age so that children can recognize and appreciate
scientific approaches to the interpretation of occurrences within the environment.

The Party has a Pan-Africanist outlook and believes that Africa must have its own system of
government based on the concept of DOMESTICATION which is the symbol and ensign of the
African Renaissance. It subscribes to the formation of a Continental Government, based
upon the understanding that the present borders are artificial and have a segregating effect
in that they hinder the freedom of movement of goods and services and people on the
Continent.

The Party is neither a pacifist nor a war monger, however, it believes that peace must be
protected at all times and at all cost. The security of the Continent is paramount and its
Sovereignty cannot be compromised. Under no circumstances will the Party toe the line of
any foreign power or nation. It will not be an ally of any foreign power and therefore
supports non-alignment and positive neutralism. It advocates political and diplomatic
approaches to conflict resolution, and its engagement in matters of conflict shall be the
provision of Peace Keepers but not Combatants.
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Our Leadership Today
Dr. Henry Herbert Lartey is Chairman of the Great Consolidated Popular Party, a champion
for the economic improvement of the people of Ghana, and an inspired Pan-Africanist and
visionair with hopes for a United Africa.
Since becoming leader of the G.C.P.P., Henry has begun travelling across every corner of
Ghana, listening to the stories and the experiences of the People, talking to them about their
hopes, dreams and expectations for the future. It is the same interactive approach he has
taken during his long career as a scholar, business man, and as a leading Black executive on
the world stage.
Deep Agricultural Roots
Agriculture is a cornerstone within the Ghanaian economy, and strategic placement of
agricultural exports has always been a major source of domestic revenue. Since 1987, Henry
has been the chief executive officer at Lartey Associates Ghana Ltd., which is a leading
exporter of fruits to European markets. Under Henry’s leadership, Lartey Associates has
received innumerable awards of recognition, and has helped place Ghana as a top provider
of fruits to Europe. Some of the earned awards include: GOLDEN AWARD FOR QUALITY AND
BUSINESS PRESTIGE (GENEVE 2007), International Golden Trophy for Quality New
Millennium Award (Paris 2006), WQC International Star Awards in the Gold Category (Paris
2005), Golden Award for Quality and Business Prestige (Beirut 2002), Ghana Export
Promotion Council Award (1999, 2000, and 2002).
Prior to being a leading fruit exporter, Henry’s first career was as a financial consultant in the
United Kingdom where he was a manager at Royal Life Assurance PLC. Indeed, it was the
accumulation of financial skills and acumen within top institutions such as Brookdale-Hutton
Brokerage in Cardiff and Allied Dunba Plc in Bristol that led to his leadership at Lartey
Associates and the dynamic career that followed. Henry’s success in the assurance industry
was such that he qualified as a member of the Million Dollar Round Table in 1983, which
represents the membership of the top 1% of industry participants world-wide.
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Strong Political Family Background
Henry was raised in a politically active household. He is the Eldest son of the late Dan Lartey,
who was founder and leader of the Great Consolidated Popular Party. His father was not
only a veteran Pan-Africanist but also the exponent of Ghana Industrialisation, and the
propounder of the concept of DOMESTICATION; his father was also the main architect of the
OPERATION FEED YOUSELF during the General I.K.Acheampong regime (1972-1978). His
mother, Ms. Sarah Rosetta Lartey (nee Malm), has always been a strong community female
activist and advocate for the DOMESTICATION ideas espoused by her husband.
Henry was born at Osu,Christianborg, Accra on the 13th of February 1954, and was named
after his grandfather, the late Henry Herbert Malm MBE who was Assistant Colonial
Secretary/Deputy Governor (1932-1947).
A Man of Values
Henry’s commitment to African liberation values and the economic improvement of his
people has defined him throughout his career: from his undergraduate years at the
University of the West of England to his postgraduate MBA work at the University of Bath, or
from his first career as a financial consultant at Brookdale-Hutton Brokerage in Cardiff to his
leadership at Lartey Associates and the dynamic career that followed. Henry has been a
leading advocate for human rights, democracy, and international law, and has been
recognized by the black community and around the world for his leadership and scholarship.
Henry reinvested the full of his foreign earning to assist in the funding of his father's political
career. He did this with the hope of political change at home, the manifestation of
democratic principles, and in the fight for the economic improvement of the people of
Ghana.
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We as Ghanaians and Africans know HARDSHIP.
We as Ghanaians and Africans know POVERTY.
We as Ghanaians and Africans know MISFORTUNE.

The real question is do we still have what it takes to work together to
build a better society?
Are we able to build a Modern Ghana?

GCPP SAYS YES WE CAN

DOMESTICATION
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